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Abstract

Endless resources provisioning illusion is the mainstay for cloud computing paradigm. However, the unpredictable volatility nature involving web applications workload demand would highly hinder cloud computing platforms performance, furthermore, expose cloud resources for possible devastation. Accordingly, this work proposes autonomic power aware SLA-oriented cloud resources orchestration two-tier architecture. Despite complexity and uncertainties of the workload fluctuations, the proposed architecture geared for leveraging cloud system resources utilization, ensuring explicit guarantees on web applications’ responsiveness obligations, meanwhile achieving power consumption minimization objectives. The proposed architecture consolidates heuristic methodologies along with control theory approaches in a resource orchestration hierarchical structure. Firstly, an autonomic global controller is presented. The proposed global controller exploits heuristic methodology for mapping virtual machines (VMs) to the appreciate cloud resources in accordance to heuristic multidimensional objectives based placement strategy. Secondly, a proactive fuzzy-logic based local controller is proposed. The proposed local controller aimed at in confronting workloads' sustainable fluctuations via proactive amendment for the placement and provisioning schedules. Furthermore, the proposed local controller oriented towards maintaining active power management policy especially during transient peak of usage, thereby mitigating overall costs, and extending resources capacity and performance capabilities. Simulation results and comparisons demonstrate that the proposed architecture significantly surpasses previous approaches in terms of total energy consumption, furthermore maintaining web applications SLAs objectives despite dynamic workload scenarios.
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1. Introduction

Cloud computing has become a significant technology trend that inherited the legacy technology while adding new ideas. Many experts argue that cloud computing addresses the next evolutionary step of distributed computing that will reshape information technology (IT) processes and the IT marketplace [1, 2]. The vision for this computing model powers data centers consolidation by architecting them as a pool of virtualized, dynamically-scalable services (computing power, storage, platforms) to be delivered on demand to external customers over the Internet according to Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [3, 4].

Cloud computing paradigm imposes new challenges. The most prominent being, is the illusion of infinite computing and storage resources. Meanwhile the ability to provide
scalable, secure, and autonomic services to support ubiquitous, elastic (dynamically growing and shrinking) demands, while keeping the users isolated from the underlying infrastructure [3, 5, 6]. In such complex environment, virtualization emerges as a core technology. Employing virtualization increases the utilization potential of a physical server to multiple users, thus allow better resource utilization. Virtualization also enables customization of the platform to suit diverse needs of the end users, while providing the adequate isolation. Furthermore, adopting virtualization assists at increasing application availability, and providing required configurability, manageability, and better security [1, 3, 5].

Nevertheless, employing cloud computing for the virtualization concept raises further challenges. As a matter of fact a typical workload in such cloud infrastructure would comprise a dynamic mix of heterogeneous applications. Those applications may contain long running computationally intensive jobs, data and IO-intensive analytics tasks, moreover, bursty and response-time sensitive requests. Therefore, intelligent allocation of physical resources for managing competing resource demands of the users is inevitable. A typical scenario is a statically-configured virtual resource. However, the increasing difference between these resource allocations and application requirements especially in case of web applications where workloads fluctuate considerably will lead to either over-provisioned or over-loaded VMs [6, 7]. Furthermore, it rather to be mentioned that power has an immense potential at theses large scale data centers. Costs for power and cooling capabilities are becoming increasingly large. Thus, lowering power consumption could improve cost effectiveness. Moreover, active management for power consumption could assist at dealing with possible limitations that may take place at cooling and power delivery capabilities resulting from data centers’ attempts for meeting the ever increasing performance and scalability demands of enterprise applications [8, 9]. According to the foregoing, drawn to autonomic cloud resources management and orchestration frameworks that capable at trading between better resources utilization, maintaining the desired application’s SLA obligations, meanwhile, supporting active power budgeting constrains, is an inevitable challenge.

This paper tackles resource orchestration problem for web-based cloud services. An autonomic power aware SLA-oriented two tier hierarchical resource orchestration architecture is proposed. While coping with complexity and uncertainties of web services’ workload fluctuations, the overwhelming goal of this work is also developing an orchestration architecture capable at maintaining targeted web-applications responsiveness obligations, elevating resources utilization, meanwhile, budgeting overall power consumption. The proposed work integrates heuristic autonomic VM placement, and planning tools along with power-aware proactive resources provisioning strategies. Firstly, a heuristic global controller manages VMs mapping decisions among various nodes satisfying multidimensional placement objectives. Adopted Placement objectives comprise confirming workload resources requirements (specifically CPU, and memory constrains). Meanwhile, satisfying security, reliability load balancing constrains. Secondly, a proactive local controller is incorporated at each physical server. Local controller is aiming at maintaining resident applications responsiveness objectives, meanwhile, attaining power consumption policies despite internet workload uncertainties nature, or any other exceptional situations that may occur. Proposed local controller encompasses fuzzy logic controller, augmented with feed forward predicative performance scheme, along with on line monitoring module. According to the VMs’ predicted performance information, and monitored resources usage statistics, the proposed fuzzy controller decides the appreciated action for facing either the time varying demand workload fluctuations, possible hotspot occurrence, server failure, or idle situation that may occur. Admitted possible actions for the local controller endures either alerting the recourses being provisioned to the resident VMs through VMs resizing, exploiting Dynamic
Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DVFS) server capabilities, initiating candidates for VMs live migrations decisions, or turning off the managed server.

The continuation of this paper will be made up as follows: Section 2 outlines the related work to the theme of the paper. Section 3 shows the preliminaries for the adopted model. Section 4 presents the proposed architecture. Section 5 demonstrates the performance evaluation of the proposed architecture. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Background

Recently, cloud computing has received much attention at the research community. Quiroz et al., [7] explored autonomic approaches for optimizing VM provisioning in grid and cloud environments. The authors proposed an online decentralized clustering approach for VM provisioning capable at characterizing dynamic classes of resource requirements and can be used for proactive VM provisioning. Also, the authors demonstrated a model based approach for estimating the application service time given its provisioning in order to deal with inaccurate resource requirements provided by application job requests.

Bi et al., [10] proposed an autonomic virtual machine provisioning architecture for multi-tier application in cloud data center. The proposed work employed a flexible hybrid queuing model to minimize the total number of virtual machines at each tier of virtualized applications.

Tang et al., [11] tackled the problem of Software as a Service (SaaS) components’ placement in the cloud. The authors introduced a Genetic-based placement algorithm for the composite SaaS. The proposed algorithm concerned with the placement of both the component’s data as well as software components of the SaaS. The authors showed that the proposed algorithm ensured optimizing SaaS performance, meanwhile guaranteed well placement for the SaaS software components and the components’ data as well. However, the algorithm is centralized, and the problem has not been explored in the context of the optimization of energy consumption.

Zhu et al., [12] provided dynamic resource provisioning algorithm for adaptive applications in cloud environment. The authors developed a feedback control approach aimed at maximizing application QoS, taking into consideration both time constraint and resource budget limit (CPU, and memory). However, similarly to [11] the proposed approach does not consider energy management.

Carrera et al., [13] provided adaptive resource allocation and dynamic load balancing prototype for Web applications in the cloud. In order to satisfy the SLA terms that enforces specific response time requirements, the proposed approach monitored the response time of the computer resources assigned to a Web application, and then dynamically allocated the resources required by the application. However, the proposed prototype is only able to scale up the applications, taking into consideration CPU management only while neglecting other system resources. Also, the proposed prototype didn’t guarantee satisfaction of the SLA terms as it would be better employing response time violation predicting module rather than waiting until the requirement is violated. Meanwhile, optimizing energy consumption was not considered.

Chieu et al., [14] presented a dynamic scaling scenario for cloud web applications. The authors considered using scaling indicator in order to track the number of current users and the number of current sessions at each web application. Depending on the updated statistics, action to scale up or down would be initiated. However, the work uses simple triggers and thresholds to determine instance number but does not consider VM type information and budget constraints as well. Meanwhile, optimizing energy consumption is not addressed in this work.
Srikantaiah et al., [15] presented an energy efficient heuristic approach to perform workload consolidation of multi-tiered web applications in cloud environment. The authors discussed consolidation as a modified multi-dimensional bin-packing problem of allocating and migrating workloads to achieve energy optimal operation. However, this work assumed homogenous environment which is not the case in the cloud. Also, this work focused only on CPU and disk resources and neglected many other issues that affect consolidation, including application affinity, server and workload behavior, security restrictions that required co-location of certain application components. Furthermore, this work did not provide an explicit mechanism for amending resources provisioning to cope with the frequent work load fluctuations which considered a salient feature at web applications.

Buyya et al., [16, 17] introduced architectural principles for energy-efficient management for cloud environment. First, the authors proposed an energy efficient VMs mapping policy using a modification of the Best Fit Decreasing (MBFD) algorithm. In addition, the authors proposed dynamic VM consolidation algorithms. The basic idea of the proposed consolidation algorithms depends on setting either a fixed Single Threshold (ST) [17], or setting fixed CPU upper and lower utilization thresholds for hosts [16]. Such that hosts with CPU utilization that falls below the lower CPU threshold is turned to a sleep mode, and all VMs that had been hosted by that host might be migrated. While hosts with CPU utilizations exceed the upper threshold, some of their VMs had been selected for migration to reduce the overall utilization. Finally, the author presented three heuristics for selecting the VM/s to be migrated: Minimization of Migrations (MM), Highest Potential Growth (HPG), and Random Choice (RC). However, the proposed architecture only issued CPU utilization, neglecting any further placement constrains for example other physical resources constrains, VMs types, and security requirements. Also, the proposed architecture didn’t address optimizing VMs placement in the context of minimizing network infrastructure energy consumption, and network transfer overheads. Furthermore, the proposed consolidation approach is based on setting fixed upper and lower CPU utilization thresholds which does not suit cloud environments with mixed workloads that exhibit non-stationary resource usage patterns.

Apart from all these efforts, our work is noteworthy at several aspects: Firstly, the proposed approach addresses various VMs placement constrains that cover a much wider scope than what previously proposed. The considered placement constrains are ranging from applications affinity, physical resources capacity, to security requirements. Meanwhile, the communication patterns between various VMs have been also considered, thereby substantial minimization at network infrastructure energy consumption, and network transfer overheads could be reached. Secondly, our approach incorporates mechanisms for maintaining even load distribution across servers and therefore enhances robustness and reliability. Thirdly, the proposed approach shows an explicit consideration for work load demands volatility problem, as fuzzy logic feed forward approach is demonstrated for proactively amending the provisioning strategies in order to remedy exceptional workload fluctuations that frequently occur at runtime. Finally, our work provides active power budgeting management to curtail overall power consumption. Moreover, guarantees application-level SLAs obligations, specifically the response time of the web requests.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. System Model

Our hosting cloud model represents the underlying infrastructure as a large-scale data center hosting various web applications. The assumed data center comprises \( N \) heterogeneous physical servers, where physical resources are shared among hosted applications in a
virtualization environment. Each physical server holds virtual containers that will host users’ requests. Similar systems have been investigated in for example [16-19]. Users submit requests for provisioning $M$ heterogeneous VMs. Each with a defined priority, resource requirements expressed as Millions Instructions Per Second (MIPS), and specific amount of RAM, along with never/always together VMs list. In order to determine workload requirements, this work assumed that a priori profiling stage is employed, where VMs are first profiled on a staging server to determine the amount of physical resources needed to achieve the negotiated SLA-level. Also, during this stage each submitted VM is assigned a predefined priority that is comes from how critical is this VM. For example, critical business applications take higher priority than the ordinary web applications. Each request can be treated independently of other requests. Each request has an SLA defining the QoS that the application should guarantee from the cloud system. In this work the SLAs contain the average response time for each request, meaning that an application should have a specific share of the CPU capacity thus its clients experience an acceptable response time from the cloud system. SLA violation occurs when a VM cannot get the requested amount of resources.

3.2. Energy Model

Power consumption by computing nodes in data centers is mostly determined by computation processing, memory, network interfaces, and cooling systems. However computation power contributes significantly at the overall datacenter’s power consumption [16, 20]. The power consumption for a CMOS circuits composed of dynamic power consumption $P_{\text{dynamic}}$ and static power consumption $P_{\text{static}}$ [21]:

$$P = P_{\text{dynamic}} + P_{\text{static}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

According to [22], the dynamic power consumption $P_{\text{dynamic}}$ can be represented as [22]:

$$P_{\text{dynamic}} = C_{\text{eff}} \cdot V_{dd}^2 \cdot f$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where $C_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective switching capacitance, $V_{dd}$ is the supply voltage, and $f$ is the processor clock frequency. Since the processor clock frequency $f$ is usually in proportion to the supply voltage and could be expressed as [22]:

$$f = k \cdot (V_{dd} - V_{th})^2 / V_{dd}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Thus, dynamic power of a processor $P_{\text{dynamic}}$ could also be expressed as [20]:

$$P_{\text{dynamic}} = C_{\text{eff}} \cdot f^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Static power consumption is primarily occurred due to leakage currents ($I_{\text{leak}}$), and it could be expressed as [23]:

$$P_{\text{static}} = I_{\text{leak}} \cdot V_{dd}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Finally, the total energy consumption by a physical node can be defined as the integral of the power consumption function over a period of time and can be expressed as follows [16]:
\[ Energy = \int_{t_0}^{t_f} P(t) \cdot d(t) \]  

(6)

It worth to be noted that throughout this work, a simplified power and energy models expressed in eq. (7), that previously used in [24, 25], have been adopted.

\[ P = f^3 \]
\[ E = f^2 \]  

(7)

4. The Proposed Architecture

This section provides an overall description for the proposed architecture. As previously mentioned, the major motivation behind this work is proposing a resource management and capacity planning architecture capable at addressing the unique web applications features. However coping with salient features of web workload demands would entail new aspects for cloud developers: Firstly, those workload demands are inherently non-uniform that drastically volatile over short and long periods of time. Secondly, being exposed to unexpected request patterns makes predicting the workloads behaviors nontrivial task. Finally, availability and reliability are crucial factors for web applications’ users. Despite of the number of concurrent accessing is, the fastest response time with no absolutely downtime is a pivotal requirement for web applications’ users. These entire factors make the problem of resource orchestration is non-trivial task. Unless using dynamic and autonomic resources orchestration approaches that capable at accommodating such dynamic and unpredictable workload fluctuations, system resources would be devastated and contracted SLAs terms would be violated. Consequently this work proposes autonomic power aware SLA-oriented resource orchestration two-tier architecture. The proposed architecture specifically tackles the challenges in offering explicit guarantees on both power consumption and applications’ obligations. Through leveraging efficient algorithms, the proposed architecture is capable at:

- Mapping the requested VMs to the appreciate cloud resources in accordance to multidimensional mapping objectives. Those objectives confirm load balancing policy, meanwhile align with cloud resources capacity and applications requirements.
- Self managing sustainable fluctuations in applications’ workloads via proactively amending VMs placements and provisioning schedules in a manner that satisfy performance obligations.
- Maintaining active power management policy especially during transient peak of usage thereby mitigating overall costs, and extending resources capacity and performance capabilities.

Figure 1 depicts an architectural overview of the proposed system components which will be discussed with explicitly later on the next subsections. Firstly, the figure shows resource broker, that analyzes the submitted requests, also acts as a profiling stage. Then, the figure shows the proposed tiered management architecture that comprises local and global controllers. Finally, the figure shows the managed infrastructure, where each physical server runs multiple virtual machines each hosts a specific request.
4.1. Global controller

The main objective for proposed global controller is to determine the appreciate placement decisions for both the newly requested VMs submitted by customers to the cloud servers, and those chosen to migrate across attached physical servers. The proposed methodology phrases this issue as a constrained optimization problem that defines a cost function favors attaining balance between predefined placement objectives. Adopted methodology’s placement decisions exploit both server capacity and utilization statistical information that is relayed from local managers, and the predetermined resources requirements formulated during the profiling stage. Besides finding a viable configuration that is to satisfy VMs’ physical requirements for achieving a certain level of SLA without exceeding physical servers’ capacities, adopted strategy imposes other placement objectives for the submitted VMs configurations:

Managing communicating Virtual machines: As previously mentioned, this work is interested in cloud internet applications which are typically communication oriented applications adhere to highly modular software architectures with multiple communicating tiers. Thereby, placing the communicating VMs in hosts at separate enclosures will result in significant energy consumption, and further overhead will be inured. Thus, our approach tries to optimize the allocation of communicating VMs through taking into consideration the VMs communication behavior during managing the placement decisions process, leading to placement configuration plan that mitigate both network transfer overhead, and communicating infrastructure energy consumption.

Virtual machines affinity rules: Affinity rules regulate VMs placement in such a way that is to permit satisfying certain security and performance constrains, and to deliver a higher level of availability. According to those rules a group of VMs could be set to be always placed on the same host. On the contrary, other group of VMs according to those rules may be forbidden to be placed on the same host. Thus our approach aiming at finding a viable VMs placement configuration governed by application affinity rules those that is addressed and expressed at never/always together lists.

Virtual Machines priorities: the proposed placement approach is also aiming towards maintaining an even distribution for critical VMs over the cloud servers.
Proposed global controller utilizes the Bees algorithm [26] as an optimization tool, where appropriate fitness function is developed to incorporate the above-described optimality criterions. Bees Algorithm is a population-based optimization algorithm that mimics the food foraging behavior of swarms of honey bees. In its basic version, the algorithm performs a kind of neighborhood search combined with a random search and can be used for both combinatorial optimization and functional optimization [26]. Figure 2 shows the applied pseudo code for the algorithm. The algorithm requires a number of parameters to be set, namely: number of scout bees (n), number of sites selected out of n visited sites (s_e), number of best sites out of s_e selected sites (e), number of bees recruited for best e sites (nep), number of bees recruited for the other selected (m-e), and selected sites (nsp).

Figure 2. Bees Algorithm [26]

4.1.1. Methodology of Bees Algorithm: This sub section illustrates the methodology and the formulation for Bees algorithm for obtaining the optimal VMs configuration. Proposed methodology comprises problem representation, and formulation of the fitness function that is to be given to each individual solution. Considering a hosting environment of M VMs, and N servers. Each bee in the population specifies a possible configuration for the VMs placement plan. Such configuration is encoded as a vector comprising d points, each of which corresponds to a certain VM. This vector can be interpreted as the order in which the VMs could be distributed along available cloud servers according to this possible placement plan (i.e., each point in this vector represents the cloud server where the VM would be placed through this placement plan). For the case under investigation, the fitness function used to measure the quality of a specific configuration should reflect the above discussed placement objectives which to be optimized by the Bees algorithm. Therefore, the fitness function \( \text{Obj} \) could be described as “8”. Table 1 lists all possible notations used through the rest of this paper.
\[
\text{Obj} = \min \left( \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} \text{load}_{i}^{cpu} \cdot x_{i}^{cpu} \cdot T + \text{load}_{i}^{mem} \cdot x_{i}^{mem} \cdot T + p_{i} \cdot Q \right) + \text{Attrib}_{\text{affinity}} \cdot H + \text{Attrib}_{\text{comm}} \cdot K \right)
\]

Where:
\[
\begin{align*}
    x_{i}^{cpu} &= \begin{cases} 
        1 & \text{if } \text{load}_{i}^{cpu} > \text{capcity}_{i}^{cpu} \\
        0 & \text{if } \text{load}_{i}^{cpu} < \text{capcity}_{i}^{cpu}
    \end{cases} \\
    x_{i}^{mem} &= \begin{cases} 
        1 & \text{if } \text{load}_{i}^{mem} > \text{capcity}_{i}^{mem} \\
        0 & \text{if } \text{load}_{i}^{mem} < \text{capcity}_{i}^{mem}
    \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 1. Possible notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Number of physical servers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Number of VM requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capacity_{i}^{cpu}</td>
<td>CPU capacity of the i-th server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>capacity_{i}^{mem}</td>
<td>Memory capacity of the i-th server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_{i}^{cpu}</td>
<td>Total allocated CPU load at the i-th server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load_{i}^{mem}</td>
<td>Total allocated memory load at the i-th server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{i}</td>
<td>Number of critical VMs assigned to server i that exceeds a predefined upper limit of critical VMs per server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attrib_{affinity}</td>
<td>Overall number of VMs that did not obey affinity rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attrib_{comm}</td>
<td>Overall number of VMs that did not obey communication rules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be clearly seen from “8” that, the fitness function \text{obj} rewards configurations that satisfy adopted placement constrains, while infeasible configurations those that violated the placement objectives would be imposed a high penalties (T, Q, H, and K). Thus, infeasible configurations will be always having a lower fitness than other feasible configurations and hence will be discarded. So minimizing this function will provide a VMs placement configuration that best obey application affinity rules, guarantee even distribution for critical VMs, and decrease communication overhead, and communication infrastructure energy consumption through perceiving VMs communication behaviors. The value of T, Q, H, and K is determined heuristically, where increasing T, Q, H, and K decreases the possibility of accepting placement configurations that violate any of the predefined placement objectives.

4.2. Local controller

Bursty internet workload nature necessitates dynamic adaptation for the resources that is to be provisioned during runtime in order to ensure applications QoS level. Therefore, according to the proposed architecture each physical server is controlled by a local manager that is to attain the allocated applications’ objectives meanwhile minimize total power consumption under work load fluctuations or any other disturbance. Local manager attains its objectives through relying on control theory methodologies. The Rationale behind exploiting control methodologies initiated from the analytical assurance of control accuracy and system stability for control theory methodologies, also the ability of control theory methodologies to quantitatively analyze the control performance even when the system model changes significantly due to various system uncertainties [27]. Thereby, previously mentioned features make control theory methodologies represent a good candidate for fulfilling the local manager objectives although the volatility of application workload intensity.
This work proposes exploiting fuzzy logic based feed forward controller for amending resource provisioning and VM allocating regime in such a way that proactively react to observed quality degradation or any exceptional situation. Feed forward approaches usually combined with queuing theory. However, according to [28, 29] queuing model based systems have little applicability in highly transient workload conditions, as prediction through queuing theory relies only on long-term averages, thus is insensitive to sudden load changes. Therefore, our approach refuge towards utilizing a feed forward predictive performance scheme [30]. Feed forward predictive performance scheme directly relates instantaneous measurements of arrival times and queue length to the average delay over a finite prediction horizon, hence allowing finer grained prediction and achieving tighter control over traditional queuing theoretic prediction approach [30]. Along with feed forward predictive approach, the proposed controller scheme is also augmented with online monitoring mechanism for tracking processor, and memory usage for each hosted VM, meanwhile overall server resources’ load situation is also tracked through aggregating the usage of the resident VMs. The proposed fuzzy controller feed with both predicted performance and monitored statistics, is then proactively initiates the appreciated action to remedy possible SLA violations, hotspot, server failure, or idle situations that may occur. Set of possible actions utilized at responding to exceptional situation: exploiting DVFS decisions, VMs resizing, live migration for one or more VMs, or turning off the managed server in case of low utilization. It worth to be mentioned that, utilizing a cloud server that support some actuation mechanism capable at managing DVFS decisions, VMs migration and resizing decisions is assumed. Figure 3 depicts the main modules comprising the proposed local controller which will be explained in more details in the subsequent sections.

4.2.1. Prediction model: Proposed controller module utilizes the performance predictor approach presented in [30], where instantaneous measurements of queuing delays and estimated processing times are used to predict and influence the average delay of future requests. As previously mentioned, this work assumes that several web applications reside on the same physical server, each assigned to a dedicated VM. Also, all incoming web application requests for each VM are forwarded to a VM’s infinite queue, therefore processed in a First-In-First-Out fashion. Figure 4 depicts the main idea of the utilized performance predictor approach. It worth to be mentioned that, the total delay for a web request comprises a queuing delay, that is the request spends in the VM’s queue, and a processing delay.
Considering the situation $t_{\text{now}}$, where most recent request departs the server leaving $R$ of requests queued up waiting to be processed. Assuming that all web application’s requests have an average nominal processing time $w^R$, and a reserved CPU share $p_r$. So, time to process a request can be modeled as being inversely proportional to the reserved share of the CPU $p_r$ [19]. Thus, By assuming that all requests of the same web application will have the same processing time $w^R$, $p_r$ still constant, prediction of the average response time $T$ of a web request could be expressed as follows [19]:

$$T = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (t_{\text{now}} - a_i) + \frac{w(N+1)/2p_r}{(N+2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Where $a_i$ is the arrival time of request $i$. The first term on the right hand side of the equality sign represents the known area of the figure that can be calculated from measurements, and the second term represents the prediction.

4.2.2 Monitoring system: The monitoring system tracks the processor and memory usage for each VM. It also tracks the total resource usage on each physical server by aggregating the usage of the resident VMs. The monitoring engine tracks the usage of each resource over a measurement interval $I$, and reports these statistics to the control plane at the end of each interval.

4.2.3 Monitoring system: The proposed local control relies on fuzzy-logic feed forward control theory. In general, fuzzy controller widely utilized in control problems where it is difficult to construct precise mathematical models [30, 31]. For internet applications, these difficulties arose from inherent uncertainty, and workload demand volatility over short and long, furthermore modeling performance metrics along dynamic resource allocation exposed by virtualization technology is non trivial as virtualization allows available capacities to be changed overtime [18]. Thereby fuzzy controller represents an appreciated solution for the case under investigation where dealing with internet applications is the main concern. The main objective for the proposed local control module is maintaining the hosted applications’ SLAs despite workload fluctuations. That is to keep the average response time below a reference value $T_{\text{ref}}$, meanwhile conforming power budgeting obligations. It has been
assumed throughout this work that, the response time of a web application is independent from any other web applications. Also, arrival rate and number of requests for each internet application are available for measuring. The proposed controller module accepts two kinds of inputs, firstly, the predicted application response time $\hat{T}$ deduced from the prediction module. Moreover, monitored information delivered from the monitoring module that comprises entitlement CPU load, and overall power utilization level.

The proposed fuzzy controller’s overwhelm objective is to deduce the proper action in order to maintain an actual average response time $T_{\text{actual}}$ for the hosted applications close to the reference value $T_{\text{ref}}$ despite applications work load dynamic fluctuations. The operation of the local controller is invoked periodically, thus its operation is partitioned into rounds. The following steps performed at the beginning of each round:

- The performance predictor module begins to compute the estimated response rate according to the measured request rate of each application.
- The monitoring module attached with each server measures the actual CPU entitlement load, also the overall utilization power level.
- Inputs for the modeling system comprising predicted response time $\hat{T}$, measured CPU load being provisioned, and power utilization level are (fuzzified) into the equivalent linguistic input variables using the membership functions of the linguistic variables.
- Fuzzy rules are then evaluated using the fuzzified inputs values.
- The centroid approach is then applied during the defuzzification phase on the derived decision function, which comprises crisp values representing the possibility of each action to be taken by the fuzzy controller in order to remedy the workload dynamic volatilities or exceptional situations.
- Finally, the local controller calculates the possibility of each action then selects the appreciate action either VM resizing, migrating one or more VM, exploiting DVFS decisions, or turning off the server in case of low utilization.

The proposed fuzzy logic feed forward controller defines a set of 30 fuzzy control rules. The general form of the applied control fuzzy rule that has a number of independent control variables can be expressed as:

Rule L: IF $\hat{T}(I)$ is $a$, CPUload(I) is $b$, and Powerlevel(I) is $c$ Then the action $E$ is applicable.

Where, Rule L is the Lth control rule ($L=1,2,...,l$), $I$ is the total number of control rules. $\hat{T}(I)$ is the predicted performance calculated at the beginning of the current controlling period $I$. Also, CPUload(I) and Powerlevel(I) respectively represent monitored total CPU cycles being entitlement, and overall power level in the current control period $I$. Finally $a$, $b$, $c$ are fuzzy linguistic variables, $E$ is the selected control action. The following represents sample fuzzy control rules.

Rule 1: If $\hat{T}(I)$ is Low, CPUload(I) is Low, and Powerlevel(I) is Low, Then Expanding is applicable.

Rule 2: If $\hat{T}(I)$ is Low, CPUload(I) is High, and Powerlevel(I) is High, Then Migration is applicable.
Rule 3: If $\hat{T}(I)$ is High, CPUload($I$) is High, and (Powerlevel($I$) is High Or Powerlevel($I$) is Medium), Then Scaledown Is applicable.

The first sample rule states that it is desirable for handling application workload increase to expand the CPU share assigned to the VMs hosting resident applications, especially that there is enough free idle resources available at the physical server. The second rule states that it is reasonable to move one or more VM to another server as the hosting server is very loaded. Thus, chosen VM for migration is delivered to local control for selecting suitable server host. Finally, the third rule states that it is applicable to scale down the supply voltage one level as the request rate decreases in order to save total power consumed.

5. Simulation

This section presents the results of the conducted experiments analyzing the proposed architecture performance aspects. Conducted experiments have been oriented towards investigating the proposed architecture energy efficiency, expressed as the total energy consumption. Meanwhile, SLA’s guarantees specifically response rate obligations for the proposed architecture. For that purpose, a complete environment comprises 100 heterogeneous server nodes is simulated. For the comparison sake, the same assumptions concerning servers specifications, virtual machines requirements addressed at [16, 17] are adopted. According to this model, each node is modeled to have a single CPU core with the performance equivalent to 1000, 2000, 3000 MIPS, 8 GB of RAM and 1TB of storage. Each virtual machine requires one CPU core with 250, 500, 750 or 1000 MIPS, 128 MB of RAM and 1 GB for storage. Also, in the adopted model it has been assumed that, the time needed to perform a live migration of a VM is calculated as the size of its memory divided by the available network bandwidth. This work also assumed that, each physical node in the simulated environment supports DVFS capabilities. Where each processor $p$ can operate at different supply voltage levels within a defined range from $V_p^{min}$ to $V_p^{max}$ discretely. The associated processor speed with each supply voltage $V_p^{i}$ is denoted as $Q_p^i$ in terms of MIPS. The normalized speed of each voltage $V_p^{i}$ is defined as $S_p^i$, which is determined by $Q_p^i / Q_n$. Finally, table 2 summarizes the main parameters of the exploited Bees Algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Parameters of the Bees Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bees Algorithm parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of selected sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of elite sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bees recruited for elite sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bees recruited for the other (m-e) selected sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of iterations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed architecture’s performance is investigated under both steady state and transient load behaviors. Firstly, Figure 5 depicts the average response rate for the proposed architecture along with Queuing-Theoretic Feed Forward based predictor (QFF) [32] at different steady state arrival rates $\lambda$. It can be seen that the proposed architecture, and the (QFF) both show good performance rate, that capable at maintaining a response rate close to
the reference response rate under low and high medium rates. However, the proposed architecture shows a better performance at the high arrival rates than that of the QFF.

Increment
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**Figure 5. Response time of the proposed architecture versus QFF at different arrival rates**

Secondly, two experiments have been conducted in order to validate the robustness of the proposed architecture under transient load behavior. Figure 6 illustrates the response rate of the proposed architecture in such a case where the arrival rate was initially set at 50 req./sec then at round number ten it has been doubled to be 100 req./sec. Also, Figure 7 depicts the response rate of the proposed architecture in such a case where the arrival rate was initially set at 100 req./sec then at round number ten it has been decreased to be 100 req./sec. Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows that, the proposed controller exhibit better performance than QFF at both cases sudden increasing and decreasing the arrival rate. The results show that, the proposed controller exhibit immediate response to the changes with a moderate increase at the response time, however, QFF did not react immediately with over reacting at the response time.

![Graph showing response time of proposed system versus QFF with increasing arrival rate.](image)

**Figure 6. Response time of the proposed architecture versus QFF with increasing arrival rate**
Figure 7. Response time of the proposed architecture versus QFF with decreasing arrival rate

Figure 8 compares power consumption yielded at employing the proposed architecture along with those resulted when four bin backing heuristics algorithms [33] have been applied: First Fit Decreasing sorted by CPU requirements (FFD-CPU) and memory requirements, (FFD-MEM), and Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) algorithms also sorted by CPU requirements (BFD-CPU) and memory requirements (BFD-MEM). It can be seen that the proposed strategy capable at effectively minimizing total energy consumption among cloud servers in comparison to the considered static bin backing heuristics algorithms.

Figure 8. Normalized power consumption compared to First Fit Decreasing and Best Fit Decreasing bin backing heuristics

Figure 9 depicts a performance comparison conducted between the proposed architecture along with both the Minimization of Migration (MM) policy proposed in [16] with three
representatives thresholds, and two different representatives for Migration aware single threshold policy (ST) proposed in [17]. The conducted experiments compares the performance of the proposed strategy with MM, ST policies in respect to number of migrations, SLA violations, power consumption under variable applications’ workloads. It can be seen that the proposed strategy outperforms ST and MM at minimizing the number of migration. As instead of only relying on VMs migration policy for controlling the performance under volatilities or exceptional situations, the proposed strategy rather supports set of actions including: VM resizing, and DVFS methods along with migration. Furthermore, the proposed strategy shows better energy saving than ST, and MM with all their variable representatives. Meanwhile, applying the proposed strategy leads to significant decreasing at SLA violations compared to that obtained from the different representatives for ST and MM polices. Revealing that setting a fixed thresholds either for both upper utilization or lower utilization which the case in the MM policy, or setting single upper utilization as in ST policy, doesn’t fit rapid and sudden fluctuations of cloud computing applications’ workload especially web applications workload.

![Graph](image-url)
6. Conclusion

This work proposes autonomic power aware SLA-oriented cloud resources orchestration two-tier architecture. The proposed architecture geared for leveraging cloud system resources utilization, ensuring explicit guarantees on web applications’ responsiveness obligations, meanwhile achieving power consumption minimization objectives. The proposed architecture consolidates heuristic methodologies along with control theory approaches in a resource orchestration hierarchical structure. Firstly, an autonomic heuristic global controller is presented. The proposed global controller exploits heuristics methodology for mapping VMs to the appreciate cloud resources in accordance to heuristic multidimensional objectives based placement strategy. Secondly, a proactive fuzzy-logic based local control is proposed. The proposed local controller aimed at in confronting workloads' sustainable fluctuations via proactive amendment for the placement and provisioning schedules. Furthermore, the proposed local controller oriented towards maintaining active power management policy especially during transient peak of usage thereby, mitigating overall costs, and extending resources capacity and performance capabilities. Simulation results and comparisons, demonstrate that the proposed architecture significantly surpasses previous approaches in terms of total energy consumption, furthermore maintaining web applications SLAs objectives despite dynamic workload scenarios.
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